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Abstract: The extent to which auditory processing depends on attention has been a key question in
auditory cognitive neuroscience, crucial for establishing how the acoustic environment is represented
in the brain when attention is directed away from sound. Here I review emerging behavioural and brain
imaging results which demonstrate that, contrary to the traditional view of a computationally
encapsulated system, the auditory system shares computational resources with the visual system: high
demand on visual processing (e.g. as a consequence of a task with high perceptual load) can undercut
auditory processing such that both the neural response to, and perceptual awareness of, non-attended
sounds are impaired. These results are discussed in terms of our understanding of the architecture of
the auditory modality and its role as the brain’s early warning system.
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Beyond its key role in supporting communication, the

auditory system is hypothesized to serve as the brain’s

‘early warning system.’ Hearing is sensitive to a wider

space than the other senses (above, below, behind, in the

dark. . .) and is therefore often theorized to function as a

monitor — automatically scanning the environment for

relevant events [1]. The ‘early warning’ view of the

auditory system suggests that it should operate auto-

matically, independently of the focus of attention or

perceptual goals so that potentially critical events in one’s

surroundings can be rapidly discovered and brought to

awareness.

This hypothesis is indeed supported by multiple

demonstrations that complex auditory processing, includ-

ing figure-ground segregation [2,3] and pattern learning

[4,5], take place automatically, even when outside of the

focus of attention. For example, Masutomi et al. [6] used a

complex ‘repetition based segregation’ stimulus [7] and a

dual task design to show that listeners can extract a sound

source from a dynamically varying background even when

their processing resources are engaged by a competing

high load task. Listeners were exposed to sound-mixture

sequences while performing a ‘‘decoy’’ task that required

continuous monitoring of a separate, concurrent stimulus

stream. Attentional load was manipulated by using both a

high demand condition and a control condition (Low

demand) of each decoy task. When the decoy task was a

visual multiple object tracking (MOT) task — participants

were required to simultaneously track several rapidly

moving ‘target’ dots among many more identical moving

dots — performance on the auditory task revealed no effect

of load: listeners performed well, independently of whether

the MOT task was minimally demanding or when it was

specifically adjusted to capacity.

For two other tasks: an RSVP digit encoding task (that

required visual monitoring but also involved auditory

working memory), and a challenging auditory monitoring

task, there was a significant, but very small, effect of

attention on segregation [6]. In all cases segregation

performance remained high irrespective of the perceptual

demand of the competing task. The authors interpreted

the results as indicating that auditory scene analysis is

principally an automatic process. However, that a signifi-

cant (albeit small) effect of load was observed, can be

taken as evidence that ‘hearing’ does draw on resources

associated with visual processing. Namely, auditory proc-

essing is not encapsulated and independent but rather

depends on shared computational capacity. Understanding

which resources are shared, and under what conditions, is

important both for basic research into perception and for

revealing the implications of the depletion of computa-

tional capacity (e.g. during aging) on sensory processing.

For instance, a key issue relates to whether competition for

resources emerges early in the processing hierarchy or is�e-mail: m.chait@ucl.ac.uk
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introduced at later stages such as those linked to conscious

awareness.

Dual task paradigms like the one used in Masutomi

et al. [6] suffer from the inherent drawback that the task

instructions involve the requirement to monitor both the

‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ stimulus streams. Attention is

therefore never fully withdrawn from the investigated

stimulus. In Masutomi et al., though participants were

encouraged to attend to the ‘decoy’ tasks they were also

tested (and therefore incentivized) to attend to the auditory

stream. Brain imaging can overcome this challenge by

recording brain responses to ignored and entirely task

irrelevant stimuli while participants are fully engaged in a

primary task. Emerging evidence indeed demonstrates that

visual load can affect auditory processing from relatively

early cortical (but likely not subcortical; see [8]) processing

stages [9–11].

Molloy et al. [10] instructed participants to perform a

low- or high-load visual search task. Occasionally, sounds

(simple pure tones) were presented together with the

search arrays. Conditions of high visual load resulted in

substantially decreased onset responses to the tones from

about 120 ms after sound onset. Later responses, at about

300 ms post onset, hypothesized to reflect conscious

awareness of a stimulus, were completely abolished under

high load. This was interpreted as indicating that high

visual load reduced the gain on early auditory responses by

depleting resources critical for auditory sensory process-

ing. Molloy et al. [11] (see also [12]) further showed that

high load can severely impair computations associated

with auditory figure-ground segregation, with effects

observed from the earliest stages of processing in auditory

cortex (see also [13]). Overall, these results point to the

fact that what we may commonly consider as inherently

auditory processes [14,15] actually draw on general

computational capacity such that they can be affected by

visual perceptual load. If we dare extrapolate to real world

listening this might mean that when we focus hard on a

visual task (e.g. reading) auditory processing may be

affected. Consequences may be especially severe in life- or

mission-critical situations that depend on visual processing

such as driving in severe weather or for surgeons perform-

ing complex medical procedures.

Several other studies have failed to reveal effects of

load [9,16]. There could be many reasons for this including

the specific paradigms used. Indeed, Molloy et al. [10,11]

used paradigms in which the presentation of the visual and

auditory stimuli were precisely aligned such that sounds

were presented at the point within the visual trial where the

demands on computational resources were highest. One

might argue that most natural tasks do not involve such

precisely timed auditory and visual stimulation and hence

the actual effect of load on hearing in realistic situations

may be modest (e.g. such as the one reported behaviorally

in Masutomi et al. [6]).

Importantly, the consistent presence of load effects

across diverse paradigms, points to an inter-dependence

between modalities that affects auditory processing from

early stages within the cortical hierarchy. This is also in

line with other work e.g. [17,18] which is beginning to

reveal shared computational resources across hearing and

vision. The emerging understanding is that the parcellation

of sensory perception into separate systems of ‘hearing’

and ‘vision’ which has characterized much of the research

into systems and cognitive neuroscience may in fact be

limiting our understanding of the underlying computational

organization. Instead, it is becoming increasingly clear

that hearing and sight share computational machinery with

profound consequences for perception.
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